Board review benefit

All residents are eligible to have **ONE** ABIM board review benefit. You may claim this benefit in EITHER your PGY2 or PGY3 year. **We recommend you do so in your PGY2 year so that you can begin Board preparation early.** All orders for the Board review benefit must be placed by the dates specified each year by Jacquie Cole Miles. Late orders cannot be accommodated until the next ordering cycle.

The Board review benefit includes **ONE** of the following:

1. MKSAP Online paid in full -- resident must pay for own ACP membership (and give Jacquie proof of membership) to get this

   OR

2. MKSAP Book Study Set (Hard Copy) paid in full -- resident must pay for own ACP membership to get this

   OR

3. MedStudy Book Set subsidized but not paid in full -- we will cover up to the cost of MKSAP; resident is responsible to write a check made out to "Medical Faculty Associates" for the difference before the order will be placed. This price changes annually. When requesting MedStudy, Jacquie will let you know the cost you owe.

   *The likely ordering cycle will be in June-July and again in March-April. It is your responsibility to pay attention to emails and announcements regarding deadlines for orders.*
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